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Our Remit

• Consumer safety
• Toxicology, Microbiology, Physical Hazards

• Occupational safety (safety at work)

• Hazard characterisation
• Exposure assessment
• Risk & Impact assessment

•

for

Process Safety, Occupational Hygiene

• Environmental safety
•

Ecotoxicology

• Sustainability
• Life Cycle Assessment, Environmental
Sustainability, Eco-efficiency

• x-COE: Chemistry

A Risk-based Approach Facilitates Safe Innovation
We use scientific evidence-based risk assessment
methodologies to ensure that the risk of adverse health
and/or environmental effects from exposure to chemicals
used in our products is acceptably low

Hazard-based
• Check-list compliance
• Unnecessary testing
• Doesn’t consider how
product is used
• Yes / no decisions
• Overly conservative

Risk-based
• Expertise- & evidence-driven
• Essential testing only
• Product use / exposure
determines outcome
• Options to manage risks
• Uncertainties explicit

Risk Based Approach to Evaluating Safety
Product
type

Ingredient
level

Toxicology
data

Amount of
product

1. Hazard
identification

Consumer
habits

Safe history of
use
Human data

Frequency
of use
Route of
exposure

3. Exposure
assessment

2. Hazard
characterization

QSAR

Biological
equivalence

Retention
factor

4. Risk
characterization

Overall safety evaluation –
define acceptability and
risk management measures

Hazard Endpoints Considered
As with all safety assessments, relevant hazard endpoints are
considered, dependent on the potential route of exposure:
Human Health Endpoints
 Acute toxicity
 Irritation (skin and eye)
 Skin sensitisation (type IV allergy)
 Allergy (type I)
 Phototoxicity
 Systemic toxicity
 Reproductive toxicology including
teratogenicity
 Genotoxicity
 Carcinogenicity
 Inhalation toxicity

Environmental Endpoints
 Acute toxicity (LC50/LD50) to…
 Aquatic organisms (3 taxa)
 Terrestrial toxicity
 Sediment toxicity
 Chronic toxicity (NOEC/LOEC) to…
 Aquatic organisms (3 taxa)
 Terrestrial toxicity
 Sediment toxicity
 Bioconcentration
 Bioaccumulation

Risk Assessment in FMCG Industry
Context…
» Classification and labelling
• Favours a cautious approach
• Hazard based rules
• Occupational focus

Lead Candidates

» Screening/product development
•
•
•
•

Many potential lead chemicals
Often only hazard prediction methods are used
Performance of models is less critical
Exposure may be considered by the use of threshold-based
approaches e.g. TTC, DST, EBW, ETNC
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Marketed Chemical

» Risk Assessment including actual exposure

• Requires a high degree of accuracy
• Route and amount of exposure dictate the need for toxicology
data
• High level of scrutiny (internal and external)

Efficacy
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Why Does (Eco)toxicity Testing Need to
Progress (Further)
Practical Considerations

Scientific Considerations

» Large numbers of chemicals with
limited toxicity information
» HPVs EPA (TOSCA 90,000)
» REACH (140,000 preregistered
under REACH ~70,000 will
require tox data)
» Only ~1600 chemicals have
ever been tested in a rodent
carc bioassay (CPDB 2010)
» Need to consider metabolites,
degradation products,
process intermediates,
mixtures
» Novel materials are entering the
market all the time e.g. nano

» Accuracy of risk assessment
based on lab species
» Do they cover all endpoints
and sub-populations?
» Species: species
extrapolation
» Use of “arbitrary” uncertainty
factors
» Use of animals in toxicity testing
– 3Rs
» Legislation

A. Boobis

NRC/NAS Report June 2007:
A Framework For Change
“Advances in
toxicogenomics,
bioinformatics, systems
biology and computational
toxicology could transform
toxicity testing from a
system based on wholeanimal testing to one
founded primarily on in
vitro methods that
evaluate changes in
biological processes using
cells..of human origin.”

TT21C Risk Assessment – The Vision
Exposure &
Consumer Use
Assessment
Fast high-content
information in vitro assays
in human cells/models

Dose-response assessments
Computational models of the circuitry of
relevant toxicity pathways
Pharmacokinetic models supporting in vitro
to in vivo extrapolations
Risk assessment focused on maintaining exposures below the
levels at which significant pathway perturbations occur

What About The Ecotoxicologists?

Ankley et al. Environ.Toxicol.Chem. 2010. 29 (3): 730–741

Scope of Pathways Approaches

Source

Environmental
Containment

Exposure

Molecular
Initiating
Event

Organelle/ Cellular
Molecular Effects
Assemblies
Effects

Tissue
Effects

Organ
Effects

Organ
Systems
Effects

Individual Population
Effects
Effects

Community
Effects

Toxicity Pathway
Mode of Action
Adverse Outcome Pathway
Source to Outcome Pathway

Adapted from Crofton 2010
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Where We Find Ourselves Today
Challenges Facing Industry

Source

Environmental
Containment

Exposure

»
»
»
»
»
»

Organelle/
Molecular Cellular
Assemblies Effects
Effects

Product
formulations

Manufacture
process

Tissue
Effects

Transport

Raw materials/
ingredients

Molecular
Initiating
Event

Organ
Effects

Organ
Systems
Effects

Consumer use

Individual Population
Effects
Effects

Disposal

Risk and impact across the life cycle needs to be considered
Risk assessments on more chemicals – faster!
More confidence in assessments
Less/no opportunity to use animal studies
Risk across many species, lifestages, exposure scenarios
Most in vivo endpoints are not amenable to in silico methods as they are not in
the SAR sense a defined endpoint (e.g. LOAEC)
» Need to use chemistry in a smarter way to inform risk assessment

Community
Effects

The Challenges of AOPs (Some of Them)
From Chemical Risk Assessment

Source

Environmental
Containment

Exposure

Molecular
Initiating
Event

Organelle/ Cellular
Molecular Effects
Assemblies
Effects

Tissue
Effects

How many AOPs are there?

Organ
Effects

Organ
Systems
Effects

Individual Population
Effects
Effects

Community
Effects

How many MIEs are there?

How to extrapolate from in vitro to in vivo concentrations?
How will regulators view AOPs?

Which MIEs – AOPs are relevant for which chemicals?

Are there any commonalities between Tox & Ecotox AOPs?
How can AOPs be catalogued for use by risk assessors?
How conserved are AOPs across species and lifestages?
How detailed do AOPs need to be?

Which AOPs should be focused on?
How should interactions among AOPs be assessed?

What is the best approach for linking exposure (ADME) to AOPs?

Derivation of Adverse Outcome Pathways
Effectopedia

H. Aladjov
OECD activities to populated key tox and
ecotox Adverse Outcome Pathways

A google map of potential pathways
MIE can act as a gateway to possible AOPs
Therefore need to catalogue and understand all MIEs
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The Molecular Initiating Event

Source

Environmental
Containment

Exposure

Molecular
Initiating
Event

Organelle/ Cellular
Molecular Effects
Assemblies
Effects

Tissue
Effects

Organ
Effects

Organ
Systems
Effects

Individual Population
Effects
Effects

Community
Effects

» The initial point of chemical-biological interaction within the
organism that starts the pathway
» Direct interaction of a chemical with specific biomolecules
» Most chemicals can interact with more than one target with
different affinities
» Does the most potent affinity drive the in vivo toxicity?
» Different MIEs can lead to the same AOP
» MIE is the point of entry to AOP(s) that will dictate the need for
further testing
Use chemistry in a different way to inform risk assessment (not just
endpoint predictions)

Example: Common MIE  Different AOPs
O

+

Others
O

Protein Nucleophile

Chemical Electrophile

Genotoxic
Carcinogenicity

Skin Sensitisation

Hepatotoxicity
Respiratory Allergy
etc

Aquatic Toxicity

Characterise the MIE in detail first, independently from any
potential correlation with apical endpoint data

Chemistry Input at MIE Level

SARs to group
chemicals by
AOP

Generate
training set

Identify MIEs

Build in silico
model from
in chemico
data

Develop in
chemico
assay

Test in silico
model
performance
on blind test
set

QSARs to predict
MIE dose
response

Correlate MIE
with next
plausible level of
organisation

Use of in silico Methods Within Adverse Outcome
Pathways
» Only make predictions where a plausible connection can be made from the MIE
to an endpoint at an appropriate level of biological organisation

Source

Environmental
Containment

Exposure

Molecular
Initiating
Event

Organelle/
Molecular Cellular
Assemblies Effects
Effects

Tissue
Effects

Organ
Effects

Organ
Systems
Effects

Individual Population
Effects
Effects

Community
Effects

» Initial focus should be on measurement and prediction of fundamental chemicalbiochemical interactions
» Reactivity
» Receptor binding
» Membrane disruption
» Others…

AOPs will help to explain the biological plausibility of QSARs

Importance of Exposure
Response is Dependent on Dose and Time:
Not All Exposures Will Produce Adverse Effects

An “initial” event (MIE) should
not be interpreted as the only
necessary step that will lead to
an adverse effect

Protein binding
DNA Binding
Receptor Binding

Toxicant

Interaction with
macromolecules

Gene Expression
Protein Production
Altered Signaling
Cellular Responses

Adverse Health
Outcome

Higher Dose Leads to Altered Organ
Structure / Function

Diminished Capacity
or May Be Reversible
and No Adverse
Outcomes

Higher Dose Leads to Altered Physiology:
Adaptive Response

Increasing Dose

Chemical
Properties

Higher Dose Leads to Altered Organ
Structure / Function

No Adverse Outcomes

Higher Dose Elicits Homeostatic
Response

No Adverse Outcome

Dose Below Threshold

No Adverse Outcomes

Organ Effects

Organism Responses

Adverse Outcome Pathway
From Patlewicz 2012

Exposure - Chemical Characterisation
• Can be used to help answer key questions concerning compound’s stability,
potential human exposure and bioaccumulation, and toxicity of chemical and
possible metabolites
• What is the actual chemical species responsible for an adverse outcome?
• Parent, metabolite, degradation product, impurity
• Measurement is now possible from complex matrices at very low concentrations
and with very small sample volumes
• Allows measured rather than nominal concentrations to be determined
• Measure quality relevant data on physical and chemical properties
• Develop/improve predictions of physchem properties

…is key to both in vivo and in vitro exposure!

In Vitro to In Vivo Extrapolation – Based on Free
Concentrations
Free drug hypothesis: Only the freely available, unbound,
unionised chemical is available for entering into tissues
and exerting an effect

In vitro
adaptive/adverse
threshold concentration
(uM) measured as free
media concentration
Free plasma
concentration (uM)
corresponding to
consumer use, from
PBPK modelling

Exposure due to
consumer use
mg/kg/day

Blood flow rates
Volumes of tissues and blood
Plasma : tissue partition
coefficients
Fraction unbound in plasma
Absorption rates (gut, skin, lung)
Solubility in intestinal fluid
Metabolic elimination rate

IN VITRO

PBPK
Skin penetration

QSAR

Considering Concentration at The Target – In Vivo –
PBPK Modeling

Example: Imaging of Topically Applied Cinnamic Acid
Skin penetration is currently not well modelled by QSAR/PBPK

1m
m
1m
m

Includes speciation, metabolism,
degradation information

Considering Concentration at Target In Vitro?

Evaporative losses*
Bound to
target

In vitro to in vivo
extrapolation

Matrix/media
binding*

Bound to
cell membrane

Metabolites
Free/available
Active
transport

Protein
binding

Non-specific
Adsorption to
binding
to equipment
Insolubility*
labware*
*Additional interactions introduced by in-vitro assays compared to an in-vivo system.

Emphasis should be placed on understanding the free concentration
available to reach the target and have an effect.

Adapted from Kramer et al. 2012

Summary
» Pathways based approaches are gaining widespread acceptance
as the conceptual framework under which novel risk assessment
techniques will be developed
•

Across environmental and human health communities

» More than ever the fundamental chemistry of interactions with
biological systems will be pivotal to the success of new methods
•

MIEs
»

Identification and development of SARs (gateways to AOPs)

»

Experimental quantification and development of QSARs for MIE and possibly
downstream events

•

Exposure
»

Characterisation - Metabolism, degradation, speciation, fundamental physchem
properties

»

In vitro to in vivo extrapolation – determination of free concentration in vitro and
relate to free concentration in vivo

»

PBPK – improved chemical specific input to models for conversion of consumer
exposure to free concentration at target site
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